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    Status and Plan of 
              3DST 
Simulation and Studies

Guang Yang
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Outline

- 3DST simulation/reconstruction until ND report

- Going beyond ND report
        - Track seeding: Hough transformation
        - Pandora reconstruction

- Other activities
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Multiple layers:
Boxes → row 
→ plane → 3D 

Simulation framework
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3DST Geometry and event generation

Pi0 

Pion production

3DST : 2.4 x 2.4 x 2 m^3 
ECAL : 1.75mm lead layer and 1cm 
scintillator layer  
(radiation length ~ 3.5 cm )

pi-

proton

pi+

proton

electron
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DUNE Geometry and event generation

pi-

proton

pi+ Hit simulation: energy deposit 
→ light yield → shadowing 
→ PE calibration → MPPC efficiency

- Events go into cube 
  hits.

- Separate particles
  based on true info.

- Do analysis on 
  different events.
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- Then for analyses based on true tracks, we take many T2K upgrade 
  functions adding with some own functions.

Directly from T2K upgrade software with DUNE beam 

Own developed simple function
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Efficiency = 3DST Standard Cuts+contained / all contained

Cos (muon angle) Muon energy [MeV]

To obtain analysis results
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Beyond ND report
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Muon in 0 T  

Edep-sim and 
hit sim. outputs

Multiple tracks (3 tracks is being tested)
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XY                                                                    XZ

YZ

Hough transformation

- Hough transformation;
- find the strongest point in Hough space;
- Go back to detector space and take a “path”
  as the track;
- Take out that track;
- PID based on dedx;
- Loop back the first step to find another track.
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Track matching in views
- Use reco. time to match tracks in views.

Y                                               Z                                                 Z

                                        X                                              X                                                    Y

Y                                                Z                                                Z

                                      X                                                X                                                  Y

Y                                              Z                                                 Z

                                      X                                                X                                                 Y 

FIRST matched candidate

SECOND matched candidate

THIRD  matched candidate
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    PANDORA Particle Flow Algorithm

Pandora provides an access to multi-algorithms for event reconstruction.
The engine of Pandora supports:

- Easy for users to provide “building blocks” that define a pattern-recognition problem

- Logic to solve pattern-rebognition problems is cleanly implemented in algorithms

- Operations to access or modify building blocks, or create new structures, are requested
  by algorithms and performed by Pandora.
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Pandora for 3DST

- We have three 2D views.
- But MicroBooNE algorithms are written for TPC with wire read-out, 
  major modification will be needed.

- Able to read 3DST hits
  and a simple module 
  has been done.
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An example module
1 GeV muon with .4 T B-field

- Play with an example algorithm here:
   → take out 90% hits randomly. 
   → Just to test the algorithm flow.

- 3DST after hit simulation. Let Pandora read those hits. Cheat here, just input 3D hits.
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An example module

- Associate the hits to create a cluster
- Then write the hit list, 
finish this simple module.

Here hack in MicroBooNE preprocessing algorithm:
   → put a energy threshold
   → put a cell size threshold
   → in a 2D view, remove hits at the same location
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Other activities
    (can skip)
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Other possible pattern recognition
Jose Palomino
(SBU, moving to IIT)
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Example muon 
Without B-field

Example muon
With B-field

Jose Palomino

- studies are on-going
  To understand the 
   Shape finding 
   Features.

Other possible pattern recognition
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                 3DST as a beam monitor

X                                                                                 Y (1 m module)

- Can cover some off-axis 
  measurements along Y
- DUNEPRISM will go along X

As LAr move off-axis, 3DST could be the one staying on-axis with relatively high statistics
monitoring:
    - Event rate and stability
    - beam center
    - based, on beam center, straightforwardly beam direction 
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3DST as a beam monitor

- Expose it to DUNE fluxes with
  GENIE.

- For three-day equivalent statistics,
  Beam center has been measured.

INGRID average beam direction in mrad: 
X: -0.014 +- 0.025 (stat.) +- 0.33 (syst.)
Y: -0.107 +- 0.025 (stat.) +- 0.37 (syst.)                          

- Use DUNENDGGD to build a INGRID-like 3DST module. 

X direction

Y direction

Uncertainty on X direction:  3 locations: 10.9 cm
                                            4 locations: 11.4 cm
                                            5 locations: 10.6 cm
                                                6 locations:  10.2 cm
Uncertainty on Y (one bar):  3 locations(2m each): 9.6 cm
                                            4 locations (1m): 9.0 cm
                                            6 locations (1m): 9.9 cm
Uncertainty on Y (two bar): 4 locations (1m): 6.6 cm
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Chang Hwan Jang 
(Chung-ang Univ.,
Master degree conferred)

Momentum resolution study

- Use his fitting tool to fit for R, with different energy particle gun muons.
- Obtain dp/p and compare to analytical curve.

- Good progress but still need to understand the discrepancy between particle 
  gun and analytical results
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Ryan Howell (Rochester)
Neutron study in 3DST

- Ryan was trying to define detected neutron and detectable neutron and see ratio of them.
  (defined as efficiency)
        - detected: leave hits >= 1.5 MeV
        - detectable: neutron kinetic energy >= 1.5 MeV
- Tried to see efficiency as functions of neutron travel distance for different fiducial 
   volumes and for different neutron initial kinetic energies.
        - higher energy neutron tends to go further to leave a visible hits.
- Good start, will continue. 
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Plans

- Simulation before reconstruction has complete.

- Pandora will be our main candidate for reconstruction.

- A simple Pandora module has been written and tested. Need more time and 
   people to implement a complete reconstruction.
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Backups
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Pandora for LAr TPC
-larpandora was built to adapt LarSoft
      - PandoraCosmic: strongly track-oriented; shows assumed to be delta rays
      - PandoraNu: finds neutrino interaction vertex and attach all particles to the vertex 
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Pileup

INGRID:   MPPC  - double noise systematics: varying noise rate → 4.1%
                             - statistics → 2.6%
                             → together in event rate→ 0.31%

                 Coincident events – 0.2% from Poisson statistics.

                 Total: 0.37% on event rate.

3DST:   higher beam power, further distance, better timing and granularity.
             0.2 event per ton per spill from neutrino interaction and 2 from rock.
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Pandora structure
- Pandora software development kit (SDK):
     - Core of the software, providing a robust, reliable and easy-to-use environment.

- Pandora Event Data Model
     - CaloHit: position, time and intensity
     - Track: Continuous trajectories of space-points
     - MCParticle: true solution
     - Cluster: a collection of CaloHit
     - Vertex: point in space
     - ParticleFlowObject: container of clusters, tracks and vertices

- Pandora Client Application:
     - Initialization
         - Create required instances
         - Register algorithm and algorithm tool factories
         - Ask instance to parse ApndoraSettings XML files
    
     - Per-event basis
         - Create building-blocks for the pattern recognition problem
         - Process events
         - Provide solution
         - Reset
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An example of multi-algorithms for MicroBooNE

- Cosmic reconstruction
- Consider 2D plane first
- Some dead wires

Eur. Phys. J. C 78 82 [1708.03135]
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Example of multi-algorithms for MicroBooNE

Clear tracks: Find unambiguous elements 
in the tensor, requiring common x-overlap 
for all three cluster

Obvious ambiguities: Multiple clusters happen 
In some views, but one combination of 
clusters across views is better than others

Eur. Phys. J. C 78 82 [1708.03135]
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Example of multi-algorithms for MicroBooNE

Eur. Phys. J. C 78 82 [1708.03135]

Overshoot: two clusters 
in w and v, matched to 
common u cluster. 
Split u cluster.

Undershoot: two clusters in
v view, matched to common clusters in u and
w views. Merge v clusters.
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3DST case
Register stuff:
Instance, algorithms,
Plugins and settings

Go through events
Here we will hack 
Our stuff in hit generator

Settings, this will link to the algorithm
Libraries. I haven’t really try to play with
this yet.
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3DST case

- Contents needed:

      - AlgorithmTools → should be there already

      - Algorithms → should be there already

      - Helpers  → like utilities, need effort to write for 3DST

      - Plugins   → user applications, need effort to write for 3DST 
                           (not crucial now)

      - Client app → need effort 
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